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Senior Developer          Connect Fibre                £60,000 plus Benefits             Working from

HomeConnect Fibre is a rapidly expanding and exciting new business offering the very

latest ‘Full Fibre’ to homes and businesses across the nation. With broadband speeds of up to

1000 Mbps, new Wi-Fi 6 technology, exceptional customer service, and costing no more than

current internet packages, customer growth is expected to be exponential. Our product sells

itself!We seek a highly skilled and experienced Senior Developer to join our dynamic and

growing development team.The RoleThe successful candidate will play a crucial role in our

growing development team shaping and implementing cutting-edge solutions. You will be

responsible for leading the development team through the entire software development

lifecycle, from requirements analysis to deployment. This is an excellent opportunity to play a

big part in our transformation plans.Lead and actively participate in designing, developing,

testing and deploying high-quality software solutions.Ensure coding and documentation are

utilised using DevOps best practices.Mentoring and providing support and guidance to

existing developers.Troubleshoot and resolve complex technical issues, providing timely and

effective solutions.Conduct regular code reviews to maintain code quality, performance and

adherence to coding standards.Collaborate with product owners and stakeholders to deliver

robust systems and solutions.Evaluation and selection of new Development toolsAct as the

SME for all aspects of development for the businessThe CandidateA seasoned developer

with a proven track record in delivering successful development projects, managing the full

development lifecycle from analysis to development.·        Full stack development

experience with a solid foundation in Python and Java·        Solid experience in Solution
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architecture for on-prem and cloud-based systems·        Experience of working in an agile

environment and understanding of agile methods·        Excellent knowledge and experience of

the Azure DevOps Stack·        Strong working experience of API’ and REST API’s

integrations·        Strong analytical and problem-solving skills to identify and mitigate

development risks effectively.·        Ideally, have exposure to DEVSECOPS best practices and

disciplines.·        Experience of automation of QA scripts·        Knowledge of geopandas,

numpy, JavaScript, node or SQL is desirable but not essential ·        Three or more years’

experience as a senior developer or equivalent role·        Excellent communication skills with

the ability to convey complex technical concepts to non-technical stakeholders.The

Rewards£55,000-£60,000 Base Salary25 days holiday plus Bank Holidays plus Birthday

offCompany Pension ContributionBusiness TabletExcellent Private Medical Cover£1000

Employee Referral SchemeSuperb Maternity Support PackageGenerous Business Mileage

ReimbursementContinuous development and long-term career prospectsConnect Fibre offers

excellent team and business building opportunities. Please see www.connectfibre.co.uk for

more information on our exciting new business!Interested applicants should, in the first

instance, send an up-to-date CV to: Paul Blunt at Connect Fibre

paul.blunt@connectfibre.co.uk. All applications will remain strictly confidential.(Connect Fibre

operates a hybrid working model with main emphasis on home working with occasional visits

to company office locations. Candidates must be a UK resident with citizenship or indefinite

leave to remain and are required to undertake a basic DBS check.)Reference: PBCFITSD 
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